To search for thermal emission from substellar companions, we have obtained Z-band images of 15 weak-lined T Tauri stars in the Taurus-Auriga and Ophiuchus star-forming regions using the Planetary Camera 2 on the Hubble Space Telescope. We found 18 faint nearby objects at separations larger than 4 00 but none at smaller separations. For 11 of these we have enough color information to suggest that they are not substellar members of the star-forming regions. The remaining seven faint nearby objects are candidate substellar objects. Our detection limit for companions with separations larger than about 1 00 is apparent Z ¼ 19:5 mag, corresponding to substellar objects in the mass range 3M J -15M J for the age range of our targets, 1.2-25 Myr. Our detection limit degrades for smaller separations and is 4-6 mag poorer at a separation of 0B2, corresponding to a projected separation of 30 AU. Inside 0B2 our sensitivity is insufficient to detect substellar companions. To complement the imaging program, extensive spectroscopic observations were obtained with the Center for Astrophysics Digital Speedometers. Four of our targets proved to be spectroscopic binaries, one of them double-lined. We report orbital solutions for these four stars. Our radial velocities support the membership of all our targets to their respective star-forming regions, except for HD 283759, which must be rejected as a member.
INTRODUCTION
Diffraction-limited imaging with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) offers the opportunity to search for faint low-mass companions of young stellar objects in a new circumstellar domain not yet accessible to either the Doppler or astrometric approaches, namely for angular separations larger than about 0B2. In this domain the acceleration of a star induced by a low-mass companion is too small to be detected by the two classical indirect techniques. In this paper we report the results of a search for thermal emission from substellar companions around 15 weak-lined T Tauri stars (WTTSs) in the Taurus-Auriga and Ophiuchus star-forming regions using the Z band with the Planetary Camera 2 ( PC2) on HST.
The two main factors controlling the thermal emission from substellar companions more than a few AU away from their parent stars are their mass and age. Objects more massive than about 12M ->-> J can briefly burn deuterium, but ultimately all objects below about 80M J radiate away the energy derived from gravitational contraction and must therefore cool and fade ( Burrows et al. 1997) . Therefore, the main strategy of our search for substellar companions is to look for them around young stars using deep imaging, before they have had time to cool and grow too faint to be detected.
When direct imaging is used, targets that are closer to us are better, because that allows us to probe to smaller orbital sizes and fainter companions. Unfortunately, there are very few stars in the nearby field that are young enough for this experiment, say less than 5 Myr old. Furthermore, the ages of young field stars are difficult to establish if their distances are poorly determined. For these reasons we have chosen to observe stars in two of the nearest star-forming regions, Taurus-Auriga and Ophiuchus, where there are many stars younger than 10 7 yr, and the ages can be estimated from the observed luminosities and spectral types under the assumption that all the targets belong to the same physical association and are at the same distance. The main disadvantage of observing targets in the Taurus-Auriga and Ophiuchus star-forming regions is their rather large distance, about 150 pc. Even with the superb resolution available with the PC2 on HST, we are limited to projected separations larger than about 30 AU.
After solar-type stars emerge from the clouds of gas and dust that enshrouded their birth, they collapse rapidly toward the main sequence on timescales of a few million years. During this classical T Tauri star (CTTS) stage, there are several manifestations of their youth, such as strong H-> emission and excess infrared emission from a circumstellar disk. This is the critical phase when planets may have the opportunity to form. However, it would be difficult to detect substellar objects directly, because of obscuration by the disk and its competing emission. For the targets of our search we have chosen WTTSs. We presume that these pre-main-sequence stars have recently cleared their circumstellar disks, as evidenced by their weak H-> emission and weak infrared excess, perhaps by the process of forming planets.
In HST Cycle 4 we obtained deep images of nine WTTSs in Taurus-Auriga with the PC2 F785LP filter centered near 870 nm but found no evidence for substellar companions (Sartoretti et al. 1998) . For our Cycle 6 proposal we shifted to the longest passband available with the PC2, the W1042 filter, because estimates based on newly available theoretical and observed spectra for brown dwarfs (Oppenheimer et al. 1998; Sudarsky et al. 2003) suggested that the detection limit would be better in this filter despite the low sensitivity of the PC2 CCDs longward of 1000 nm. Deep images of 15 WTTSs were obtained in Cycle 6, but once again no evidence was found for substellar companions down to a detection limit of a few M J .
TARGET SELECTION AND CHARACTERISTICS

Weak-Lined T Tauri Stars
As targets for this project we focused on WTTSs, pre-mainsequence stars with much weaker emission from their circumstellar disks than CTTSs, presumably because the disks around the WTTSs have recently been dissipated, perhaps by the formation of planets. We tried to select especially young WTTSs in the Taurus-Auriga and Ophiuchus star-forming regions, in order to minimize the cooling time and thus maximize the thermal emission from any substellar companions. Specifically, we selected the youngest stars that met the requirement that the equivalent width of the H-> emission be less than 10 8 or that the K À L color index, when available, be less than 0.4 mag. We also tried to avoid WTTSs with stellar companions that might have interfered with the formation and/or survival of the substellar companions we were looking for. Specifically, we required that our targets had been searched for nearby stars (where ''nearby'' only means ''with small angular separations'') using CCD imaging, speckle imaging, and/or lunar occultations and had not been found to have any nearby stars in the range of projected separations, 0B1-10 00 ( Leinert et al. 1993; Ghez et al. 1993; Simon et al. 1995; Reipurth & Zinnecker 1993; Richichi et al. 1994) .
The characteristics of the 17 stars that ended up getting observed in Cycle 6 are summarized in Table 1 . Our original selection of WTTSs was based primarily on the H-> equivalent widths reported by Strom et al. (1989) , but Table 1 lists more recent values of the H equivalent widths and K À L colors, mostly from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) . In three cases (HBC 79, 419, and 429) the new data indicate that these three stars violate our original selection criteria by modest amounts.
The positions that we report for our targets in Table 1 were taken from the 2MASS catalog. The effective temperatures, T eff , were all derived from published spectral types using the calibration from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) . The values for the extinction in the Z band, A Z , were derived from published J-band extinction estimates when available and from V-band estimates otherwise, using the mean extinction curve reported by Fitzpatrick (1999) . The luminosities were taken from the literature, mostly from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) . Figure 1 shows our 15 targets on a luminosity versus T eff diagram together with the evolutionary tracks for pre-main-sequence stars from Seiss et al. (2000, hereafter SDF00) .
HBC 400 is a double-lined spectroscopic binary. Our TODCOR analysis (see x 2.2.2) of our observed spectra of HBC 400 yielded a light ratio between the secondary and primary of 0.75 at an Bontemps et al. 2001. effective wavelength of 5187 8. We used this light ratio to divide the total observed luminosity between the two components.
CfA Spectroscopy
Radial Velocities
Perhaps the most fundamental test of whether a star belongs to a young cluster or star-forming region is to compare its distance and space motion with other cluster members. Foreground and background stars that happen to lie in the same direction as the cluster or region should have discrepant distances, while interlopers that happen to be passing through the cluster or region should have discrepant space motions. Historically, the identification of candidate members of young clusters and star-forming regions has had to rely heavily on observed indicators of youth, because reliable measurements of the individual stellar distances and kinematics have rarely been available. In particular, surveys for stars with strong H emission have been a main tool for finding CTTSs, while other indicators such as strong X-ray emission have been used for the identification of WTTSs (Strom et al. 1989) .
To provide additional information for checking the membership of our Cycle 6 targets in their respective star-forming regions, we undertook a program of spectroscopic observations with the CfA Digital Speedometers (Latham 1985 (Latham , 1992 , primarily to derive radial velocities. A single radial velocity measurement cannot provide conclusive confirmation or rejection of a star's membership in a star-forming region, because the observed velocity can be perturbed significantly by orbital motion if the target is actually a spectroscopic binary. Therefore, we monitored the velocities of all our targets for several years to allow the identification of spectroscopic binaries and the determination of orbital solutions and systemic velocities when appropriate.
Three nearly identical echelle spectrographs have been used on the MMT and 1.5 m Tillinghast Reflector at the F. L. Whipple Observatory atop Mount Hopkins, Arizona, and on the 1.5 m Wyeth Reflector located at the Oak Ridge Observatory in the town of Harvard, Massachusetts. Photon-counting intensified Reticon detectors were used to record about 45 8 of spectrum in a single order. Most of the spectra were centered near 5187 8, but a significant number of the early spectra were centered near 5197 8. The spectral resolution is about 8.5 km s À1 for all our exposures, and the signal-to-noise ratios range from about 5 to 50 per resolution element.
Radial velocities were extracted from the observed spectra using the one-dimensional correlation package -> R2RVSAO (Kurtz & Mink 1998) ( Nordström et al. 1994) .To select the optimum synthetic template for each star, we adopted solar metallicity and ran correlations for an appropriate range of T eff ; surface gravity, log g; and rotational velocity, v rot . For the final velocity reductions we adopted the template that gave the highest average value for the peak of the correlation coefficient.
We also used our grid of correlation results to interpolate for the best effective temperature at the best surface gravity for each of our targets. These T eff and log g values, derived from the CfA spectra alone, are compared in Table 2 with the T eff values that we adopted from the literature and to log g values that we calculated using the masses implied by the SDF00 isochrones plotted in Figure 1 . The two sets of temperatures have a mean difference of +121 AE 350 K rms, with a clear dependence of the differences on T eff . At the lower temperatures the CfA spectroscopic temperatures are hotter, and at the higher temperatures they are lower. The corresponding mean difference in log g is À0:2 AE 0:3.
Although it is reassuring that our procedure for selecting optimum templates picks stellar parameters that agree reasonably well with values from the literature, we must caution that our procedure was designed to optimize the radial velocity determinations, not to determine the fundamental astrophysical characteristics of our stars. In particular, if the actual metallicity of a star is significantly different from solar, the T eff and log g values that give the best correlations will exhibit systematic errors. For example, if the star is actually more metal-poor than the Sun, then the observed absorption lines will be weaker than in a synthetic template spectrum with the correct temperature and gravity The results of our radial velocity observations are summarized in Table 3 , where we report the T eff and log g values adopted for the template spectra; the number of observations and time spanned in days; the projected rotational velocity, v rot sin i; the mean radial velocity and error in the mean (or the systemic velocity and its error for the four spectroscopic binaries with orbital solutions); the observed rms velocity variation (ext), mean internal velocity error estimate (int), and ratio of ext to int (e/i); and the 2 value and probability calculated assuming a floor error of 0.25 km s À1 . Four of our targets are spectroscopic binaries according to the criteria described by Latham et al. (2002) ; one of them is double-lined. These stars are noted in the final column of Table 3 . The details of the orbital solutions are documented in Table 4 , and the velocity curves are plotted in Figure 2 . The individual velocities are listed in Table 5 , including velocities for both components of the double-lined binary HBC 400 derived using the two-dimensional correlation technique TODCOR (Zucker & Mazeh 1994) as implemented by G. T. at CfA. For a more complete description of the procedures used for the radial velocity determinations and orbital solutions, see Latham et al. (2002) .
Radial Velocity Membership
Ten of our Cycle 6 targets in the Taurus-Auriga region have radial velocities in the range +14.08-17.63 km s À1 , with an average velocity of +15:89 AE 0:41 km s À1 and an rms dispersion of 1.30 km s À1 . Our eleventh Taurus-Auriga target, HD 283759, has a velocity of +31:63 AE 0:86 km s À1 , which is larger than the cluster mean by 12 times the dispersion. We conclude that HD 283759 cannot be a member of the Taurus-Auriga starforming region. Although its K À L ¼ 0:00 mag suggests that it may be young, it does not have a direct distance determination and therefore cannot be placed on an H-R diagram to estimate its age. We cannot assume that it has the same distance as Taurus-Auriga and was born in that star-forming region a few million years ago, because its higher radial velocity would have moved it further away by 78 pc in 5 Myr. The velocity dispersion of 1.30 km s À1 that we find for our 10 confirmed members is consistent with the dispersion of 1-2 km s À1 reported by Jones & Herbig (1979) for subgroups in Taurus-Auriga, based on proper-motion measurements. When we combine the velocities for the 10 members confirmed in this paper with all the CfA velocities now available for the eight members confirmed in our Cycle 4 paper (Sartoretti et al. 1998) , we get an average velocity of +16:28 AE 0:30 km s À1 and an rms dispersion of 1.26 km s À1 . As summarized in Table 6 , our results are reasonably consistent with the mean velocities and rms dispersions for the TaurusAuriga star-forming region as reported by Hartmann et al. (1986) for 41 CTTSs, by Hartmann et al. (1987) for eight Lick Ca ii CTTSs showing strong lithium, and by Walter et al. (1988) for 29 WTTSs.
All five of our targets in Ophiuchus have similar velocities, with a mean of À6:0 AE 0:5 km s À1 and a dispersion of 1.1 km s À1 . This is consistent with the mean velocity of À5.2 km s À1 and a dispersion of 1.8 km s À1 reported by Walter et al. (1994) for a larger sample of young stars in Ophiuchus.
HST OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
For our HST observations with the PC2 we chose the nearinfrared intermediate-band filter W1042 (Z band). The transmission of this filter is nearly flat for k ¼ 1045 AE 45 nm with a steep decline outside this range, but the integrated response of the system is narrower and shifted to a shorter effective wavelength because of the exponential decline in sensitivity of the CCD at wavelengths longer than about 1000 nm. Accordingly, the effective passband of the PC2 in the W1042 filter is nominally k ¼ 1025 AE 25 nm. The PC2 has a pixel spacing of 0B0455, and the point-spread function (PSF) has a FWHM in the W1042 filter of 0B11.
For each of the stars we obtained images at two spacecraft roll angles 25 apart to allow us to distinguish between PSF artifacts (which would appear at the same position for both roll angles) and the signature of a nearby object (which would appear to rotate by 25 between the two roll angles). Unfortunately, we did not require that the two roll angles be obtained on successive orbits. In actual execution of this project, the two roll angles were always separated by at least a day, with a median interval between roll angles of 32 days and a maximum of 279 days. It turns out that there is significant ''breathing'' in the HST optics even over 1 day, resulting in subtle changes in the PSF that limit how well the subtraction of the two roll angles removes PSF artifacts. Obtaining the two roll angles in successive orbits would also have helped minimize the impact of intrinsic brightness variations in our targets.
Four separate images were obtained during a single orbit at each roll angle. An exposure time of 400 s was chosen for the individual exposures, so as to mildly saturate the centers of the target star images. The four exposures were taken in pairs, with an offset of 5 pixels in both x and y between the pairs, to allow better identification of warm pixels suffering from imperfect correction.
After processing through the standard HST pipeline, the images were reduced with standard IRAF tasks. This included preliminary processing with warmpix to correct for flawed pixels, using the appropriate monthly map; registration of the two pairs of offset images using xreg; removal of cosmic rays using crrej; and subtraction of the summed images at the two roll angles using imarith.
Photometry of the Targets
We used the IRAF aperture photometry task phot to determine the instrumental Z magnitudes, using the standard aperture with radius 0B5 for the star and an annulus between 150 and 155 pixels from the center of the target for the background. An aperture correction of À0.1 mag was then applied to account for the target flux in the PSF wings outside the 0B5 aperture.
HBC 633/1 is a relatively bright but unsaturated object close to HBC 633, 2.13 mag fainter in the Z band and at a separation of 3B41. To correct for the saturation at the center of the target images, we used the image of HBC 633/1 to calibrate the signal expected inside an aperture with radius 7 pixels compared with the signal in an annulus between 7 and 10.8 pixels. This ratio Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. Table 5 is also available in machinereadable form in the electronic edition of the Astronomical Journal.
a T = Tillinghast Reflector, M = MMT, W = Wyeth Reflector. References.
- ( was then used to estimate the expected signal for the centers of the saturated target images based on the signal measured for them in their 7-10.8 pixel annulus. The saturation corrections ranged from À0.11 mag for V836 Tau to À1.28 mag for SU Aur. The case of SU Aur is also problematic because of the nebulosity around the star.
A journal of the HST observations and the fully corrected Z magnitudes for each roll angle are presented in Table 7 , together with the saturation correction ÁZ corr and J, H, and K magnitudes from the 2MASS catalog. For the target stars the accuracy of the Z magnitudes is not limited by photon noise but rather by systematic errors, for example, errors in the saturation corrections resulting from telescope breathing and errors in the transformation to a standard Z magnitude system. The scatter in the saturation corrections is on the order of 0.02 mag, and the photon noise in the Z magnitude for HBC 633/1, the star used to calibrate the saturation correction, is on the order of 0.01 mag. Unless there are other systematic errors that contribute significantly, the relative photometry between roll angles should be good to better than 0.03 mag. In a few cases the Z magnitudes for the two different roll angles differ by more than 0.1 mag, presumably because of variations in the intrinsic brightness of these young stars.
Photometry and Astrometry of Nearby Objects
We searched all our subtracted images for evidence of faint nearby objects to our target stars, but none were detected at angular separations of less than 4 00 , corresponding to a projected separation of 600 AU at the distance to the Taurus-Auriga and Ophiuchus star-forming regions. A total of 19 nearby objects were found at larger separations, as reported in Table 8 . Their Z magnitudes were determined with the same procedures as for the targets, except no saturation corrections were needed. The photometric errors quoted in Table 8 include contributions both from photon statistics and from background corrections. We measured the positions of the nearby objects using the IRAF task xy2rd. The values of right ascension and declination reported in Table 8 were calculated using the information provided in the image headers and should be accurate to about 0B5. The separations between the nearby objects and their primaries are much more accurate and should be good to about 0.2 pixels, or 0B01. Position angles, , are measured from north through east.
Seven of our nearby objects have corresponding entries in the 2MASS catalog, five have corresponding entries in the USNO-B1.0 catalog (Monet et al. 2003) , and two appear in both catalogs. These matches are reported in Table 9 , where the positions and photometry are from the 2MASS and/or USNO-B1.0 catalogs. The positions in the K versus J À K color-magnitude diagram for the three faint nearby objects with somewhat reliable photometry in the 2MASS catalog are plotted in Figure 3 (squares), along with all our targets (triangles). The solid line shows the main sequence as reported in Cox (2000) .
HBC 397/1 is identified in the 2MASS catalog but has unreliable photometry. The J and H magnitudes are flagged as background contaminated, and K is flagged as an upper limit nondetection. Thus, the 2MASS photometry provides little useful information about the nature of this object.
HD 283759/1 is identified in the 2MASS catalog. The 2MASS photometry places HD 283759/1 below the main sequence. It can easily be explained as a hot background star in the spectral type range F-B and at the corresponding distances ranging from 2 to 5 kpc, assuming the extinction law illustrated by the vector for 7 kpc in Figure 3 . HBC 426/2 is identified in the 2MASS catalog. It also lies below the main sequence, but it is too blue and too faint to be explained as a reddened main-sequence star. The J À H and H À K colors from 2MASS are consistent with this star being a relatively nearby white dwarf ( Wachter et al. 2003) . All three of the 2MASS magnitudes are flagged as background contaminated, but the quoted errors are small enough to allow this interpretation.
HBC 426/3 is identified in the 2MASS catalog. It also lies below the main sequence but is brighter and redder than HBC 426/2. It could easily be a cool background star. The J magnitude is flagged as background contaminated, but the quoted error is small. HBC 427/1 is identified in the USNO-B1.0 catalog but does not appear in the 2MASS catalog. For our observed Z ¼ 17:45 mag, the Burrows et al. (1997) models predict that a substellar object would have a K magnitude close to the limit of the 2MASS catalog, so the nondetection by 2MASS is not conclusive. The detection at B and R reported by the USNO-B1.0 gives strong evidence that the object is stellar and therefore in the background.
HBC 429/1 is identified in the USNO-B1.0 and is also too faint to appear in the 2MASS catalog. Our Z value is similar to the photographic R1 and R2 magnitudes listed in the USNO-B1.0, so this is probably a fairly hot star in the background.
ScoPMS 21/4 is identified in the 2MASS catalog. The J and H magnitudes are flagged as background contaminated, and K is flagged as an upper limit nondetection. ScoPMS 21/4 is also identified in the USNO-B1.0 catalog. Our Z value is only half a magnitude brighter than the average of B1 and B2, so this is Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
References.
-(1) 2MASS; (2) USNO-B1.0. Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
probably a background star. This interpretation is not inconsistent with the 2MASS photometry. ScoPMS 21/5 is identified in the USNO-B1.0 and is also too faint to appear in the 2MASS catalog. The B2 value reported in the USNO-B1.0 is a couple of magnitudes brighter than our Z magnitude, suggesting that this is not a cool substellar object.
ScoPMS 21/7 is identified in the 2MASS catalog. The J and H magnitudes are flagged as upper limit nondetections, and K is flagged as background contaminated. ScoPMS 21/7 is also identified in the USNO-B1.0. The photographic colors together with our Z magnitude suggest a K star, but this object is too faint to be at the distance of the Ophiuchus star-forming region. This interpretation is not inconsistent with the 2MASS photometry.
HBC 633/1 is the relatively bright object only 3B41 away from HBC 633. It is identified in the 2MASS catalog, but the photometry is unreliable because of its proximity to HBC 633. The separation is almost as small as the nominal 2MASS resolution of about 2B6 FWHM. HBC 633/1 shows a slightly asymmetrical profile that is consistent with a binary composed of two similar components at a separation of about 0B05 and a position angle of 179 AE 5 . HBC 633 itself is a close binary with a separation of about 0B2 and K magnitude difference of 1.5 (Ghez et al. 1993) . We do see a hint of an asymmetry in our subtracted image for HBC 633 at a position angle of roughly 160
, consistent with the value of 164 reported by Ghez et al. (1993) . If HBC 633/1 is physically associated with HBC 633, then this system is at least quadruple.
Nine of our faint nearby objects have no matches in the USNO-B1.0 or 2MASS catalogs. To escape detection by the USNO-B1.0, they must be very red. On the other hand, to escape detection by 2MASS, the color cannot be too red. The limits depend on the observed Z value. For example, for ScoPMS 21/1 to escape 2MASS detection, its Z À K color cannot be redder than about 1.7 mag. The Burrows et al. (1997) models predict that young substellar objects are almost always redder than Z À K ¼ 1:7. Thus, ScoPMS 21/1 is unlikely to be a freefloating young object. A similar conclusion applies to ScoPMS 21/3 and HBC 633/2.
Thus, there is no compelling evidence that any of our faint nearby objects are substellar companions to our target stars.
However, seven of our faint nearby objects (when HBC 391/1 is included ) remain as candidate young substellar objects.
DETECTION LIMITS FOR FAINT NEARBY OBJECTS
We used simulated images to evaluate the limiting magnitude for the detection of a faint nearby object as a function of angular separation from its primary star. Artificial nearby objects were injected into real images for appropriate ranges in separation and brightness. The artificial nearby objects were generated by scaling the image of HBC 400. We searched our simulated images for detectable nearby objects in the same way as the real images. At separations larger than about 1 00 the limiting apparent magnitude for the detection of faint nearby objects is about Z ¼ 19:5 mag, independent of the brightness of the target. At smaller separations the brightness of the primary star becomes the dominating factor, and the detection limit depends on its brightness. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , where the upper curve is the result of our simulations for HBC 637, absolute Z ¼ 3:15 mag, and the lower curve is for HBC 429, absolute Z ¼ 4:49 mag. For small separations the two curves have the same shape and are simply separated by the magnitude difference between the two stars. All of our other targets are brighter than HBC 429, so the lower curve represents our best performance. For our simulations we oriented our artificial objects so that they were located halfway between the diffraction spikes. Near the diffraction spikes our detection limit degrades by as much as a magnitude, and even more for very small separations. Inside a radius of about 0B2, the subtracted images show residual instrumental speckles that are brighter than any possible substellar companions, so we did not try to simulate separations smaller than that. Our limiting detectable magnitude difference as a function of separation over the range 0B2-1 00 is similar to that reported by Sartoretti et al. (1998) . We chose to plot absolute (instead of apparent) Z magnitudes in Figure 4 (assuming a distance of 150 pc) to make it easier to compare our detection limits with theoretical models. As an example, we indicate the absolute Z magnitudes for objects with masses of 10M J and 20M -> J and ages of 3 Myr in Figure 4 .
We estimated the masses and ages of each of our targets for the luminosities and effective temperatures reported in Table 1 using four different sets of models for pre-main-sequence stars: D'Antona & Mazzitelli (1997, hereafter DM97), Baraffe et al. (1998, hereafter B98) , Palla & Stahler (1999, hereafter PS99) , and SDF00. The results are reported in Table 10 and show the well-known trend for the DM97 models to predict younger ages and smaller masses than the other three sets of models. In Table 10 the columns labeled log t give the target age in log years, and columns labeled M give the stellar mass in solar masses.
We then used our detection limit of apparent Z $ 19:5 mag, corresponding to an absolute Z $ 13:6 mag for an assumed distance of 150 pc, to estimate the limiting mass of any physical companion that we could detect. This limit applies to angular separations larger than about 1 00 , for which the brightness of the primary is no longer important. We assumed that any physical companion would have the same age as its primary. For the expected thermal emission from a possible companion, we used the absolute Z magnitudes predicted by the evolutionary tracks for young substellar objects from Burrows et al. (1997) . Adam Burrows kindly calculated for us the absolute Z magnitude for the HST W1042 passband as a function of age, as shown in Figure 5 , so that we could use their evolutionary tracks. These limiting masses are reported in Table 10 for the DM97 and SDF00 models in the columns labeled M p and are generally in the range of a few Jupiter masses.
DISCUSSION
For our Cycle 4 search for substellar companions with the PC2 (Sartoretti et al. 1998) , we used the I band and a strategy of multiple exposures on a grid of nine spacecraft pointings before readout. For our Cycle 6 observations reported in this paper, we moved to the Z band, motivated by a new and better understanding of the spectra of very cool objects and the fact that their emission is dramatically higher than a blackbody in regions of low opacity, such as the Z band. To compensate for the much lower sensitivity of the PC2 in the Z band, we changed to a strategy of four exposures with 400 s of integration time each. This eliminated the heavy penalty of overhead time needed to point HST to a grid of positions in our Cycle 4 strategy, in effect converting that overhead into integration time. Although the limiting apparent magnitude for separations outside 1 00 was not as deep in Cycle 6, Z $ 19:5 mag compared with I $ 21:5 mag, the limiting detectable mass of a substellar companion was actually better than in Cycle 4. Because the effective wavelength of the Z band is about 20% longer than that of the I band, the PSF in the Z band is about 20% broader. However, this penalty against the detection of substellar companions close to the parent star is more than offset by the much better contrast between a cool companion and its hotter parent star in the Z band, typically a gain of about 2 mag, leading to a mass detection limit that was about a factor of 2 better in Cycle 6.
In the selection of targets for Cycle 6, we tried to identify the youngest weak-lined T Tauri stars that also met our other selection criteria. As a result the Cycle 6 targets are about a factor of 2 younger than the Cycle 4 sample. However, we did not realize this gain in the final ages adopted for our Cycle 6 targets, because we moved to the new generation of pre-main-sequence models, which tend to predict ages that are about a factor of 2 older than predicted by the DM97 models used for our Cycle 4 targets. Although the mass detection limits that we quote for our Cycle 6 observations in this paper do not look much better than the limits reported for Cycle 4, they are actually at least a factor of 2 better if the same models are used to estimate the ages.
Between the Cycle 4 and Cycle 6 projects, we have now probed for substellar companions around 24 WTTSs. At projected separations larger than about 500 AU (assuming a distance of 150 pc to the Taurus-Auriga and Ophiuchus star-forming regions), we have detected almost three dozen faint objects. Many of these have been detected in other surveys and can be explained as background stars, but a few of them lack the information needed to pinpoint their nature and could conceivably prove to be free-floating substellar members of their star-forming regions. At separations smaller than 500 AU, we have detected several nearby objects but no substellar companions. Previous surveys have led to the identification of four brown dwarf companions to young stellar objects at separations ranging from 100 to 250 AU: TWA-5B ( Lowrance et al. 1999; Webb et al. 1999; Neuhäuser et al. 2000) with a separation of 110 AU and an estimated mass of about 20M -> J , HR 7329B ( Lowrance et al. 2000; Guenther et al. 2001) at 200 AU and 40M J , GSC 08047-00232 (Chauvin et al. 2003 , Neuhäuser & Guenther 2004 ) at about 250 AU and 25M J , and GG Tau Bb at 207 AU and 44M J . Based on the sample of 79 young stellar objects surveyed for the first three detections, Neuhäuser & Guenther (2004) estimate that the frequency of brown dwarf companions with separations larger than 50 AU is 6% AE 4%. Our PC2 images are sensitive enough to detect brown dwarfs over these separations, but we detected none. This null result by itself implies that the frequency of such brown dwarf companions must be less than 21% at the 3 level. Thus, there is weak evidence from the imaging surveys that the brown dwarf desert found by the Doppler surveys does not extend out past separations of 50 AU and stronger evidence that the desert does not extend out past 1000 AU (Gizis et al. 2001) . At the present time little is known about the intermediate range, 5-50 AU.
Despite the low sensitivity of the PC2 in the Z band, we did gain about a factor of 2 in our mass detection limit compared with our earlier observations with the same instrument in the I band. Are there further gains to be won by moving further into the infrared, say, to the J, H, or K bands? We were surprised to discover that the Z band delivers better contrast than the longer bands for companions in the mass range 3M J -10M J and almost as good contrast for lower masses, on the basis of the predicted absolute magnitudes provided to us by A. Burrows. When the advantage of a narrower PSF at the Z band is taken into account, it looks like Z may prove to be the preferred band for the identification of candidate substellar companions at small separations. Of course, additional photometry in the longer bands can be critical for the interpretation of such candidates.
When we first started thinking about the detection of substellar companions around young stars more than 10 yr ago, not much was known about samples of young stars less distant than 150 pc. Recent work has disclosed several loose associations of moderately young stars, with a typical age of 10 Myr and at a typical distance of 50 pc. Although the older ages of these targets would degrade the mass detection limit, the closer distances would improve the limiting separation by a factor of about 3. Thus, young stars in these associations may merit deep highresolution imaging in a search for substellar companions (Webb et al. 1999; Lowrance et al. 1999; Neuhäuser et al. 2002 Neuhäuser et al. , 2003 .
Comments on Specific Targets
HD 283759
In x 2.2.3 we presented compelling evidence that the radial velocity of HD 283759 excluded it from being a member of the Taurus-Auriga star-forming region. New proper motions from the UCAC catalog provide additional evidence that HD 283759 is not a member. Our other nine targets in Taurus-Auriga have a mean proper motion in right ascension of 5.4 mas yr À1 and rms deviations of 4.1 mas yr À1 . The corresponding proper motion of HD 283759 is 42.9 mas yr À1 , which differs by more than 9 .
HBC 79 = SU Aur
Our Z-band image of HBC 79 shows elongated nebulosity with an aspect ratio of roughly 2:1 oriented at a position angle of about 300
. The nebulosity is asymmetrical, extending mostly toward the west. It is clearly visible out to at least 5 00 separation from the star.
We derived a temperature of 5523 K for HBC 79 by matching our observed echelle spectra with synthetic spectra calculated using Kurucz models. This is considerably cooler than the temperature of 5860 K that Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) report for this star on the basis of spectral type. A recent spectroscopic determination of the temperature of HBC 79 ( DeWarf et al. 2003) yielded 5550 AE 100 K, very close to our result. This suggests that our spectroscopic effective temperature and surface gravity determinations may be better than the values derived from spectral types, even though our analysis technique was designed to optimize our radial velocities and not for the determination of fundamental astrophysical parameters. Our cooler temperature corresponds to an age that is a factor of 2 younger than the value listed in Table 10 .
This example illustrates the difficulty of estimating reliable ages for young stellar objects. The uncertainties in the models are not the only problem. Observational uncertainties in the values derived for effective temperature and luminosity (which is sensitive to errors in the extinction and distance) can be just as important.
HBC 400 = V826 Tau
Previous work on the double-lined orbit of HBC 400 includes a definitive solution by Reipurth et al. (1990) based on CORAVEL observations. Our period of 3:887763 AE 0:000039 days is longer than their period of 3:887758 AE 0:000061 days by only 0.000005 days, well within the errors. Our period error is somewhat better, presumably because of the fact that our time coverage is more than twice as long. Reipurth et al. (1990) found that the spectral lines of one of the two stars appeared weaker in the composite spectrum by a factor of 0.69, presumably because the star was fainter. Our TODCOR analysis agrees that the same star is the fainter one and gives a light ratio of 0.75. Contrary to Reipurth et al. (1990) , we find that the fainter star is also the less massive one, although the errors on our mass ratio are much too large for this result to be conclusive: q ¼ 0:997 AE 0:032. We did not assume a circular orbit but actually solved for the eccentricity. Our result, e ¼ 0:025 AE 0:016, is consistent with a circular orbit.
HBC 427
HBC 427 was first noted to be a spectroscopic binary by Mathieu et al. (1989) on the basis of velocities derived from 18 spectra obtained with the CfA Digital Speedometers. The span of the observations was only 1150 days, less than the orbital period of 2533 days, so no orbital solution was available. The single-lined orbit reported here is based on 58 CfA velocities spanning 5148 days. The tools that we now use to derive velocities have evolved significantly over the intervening years. For example, the use of synthetic template spectra allows us to match the observed spectra much better, and this has provided a significant improvement in the velocity errors, especially for stars that are rotating rapidly. Thus, the velocities reported here supersede those reported by Mathieu et al. (1989) , even though some of them were derived from the same spectra. The dynamical masses for the two stars in the HBC 427 system were derived by Stefan et al. (2001) , using the velocities reported here for the primary together with two velocities for the secondary derived from infrared spectra and an orbital inclination determined using the Fine Guidance Sensor 3 on HST.
